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This text, which includes the same information as the market-leading Physical Geology 10th edition,

is for the professor who wants to use the same valuable information and engaging format but in a

different teaching sequence. Coverage of plate tectonics is moved to the beginning of the book. The

text is also used as the official Annenberg CPB distributed telecourse for physical geology. The

beautiful new art program and interactive writing style will grab students' attention and further their

interest in the subject.
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Attending a Geology class, my Professor gave a 5 minute insight on course materials. The course

required Earth Revealed 11-12th edition, and he was genuine enough to explain 'editions'. He told

us if we have a earlier edition of the book it would suffice just fine. That 'editions' is what keeps the

author in business which is usually the same exact information with new book cover art and small

changes. In some circumstances they'll rearrange chapters and add modern events replacing old

events as analogies. With this said, it doesn't mean you can attend a 2010 class and use a edition

from the 18th century he joked; use common sense.The whole college book thing is a scam in my

opinion. The modern version of the book was 160$ which I rented a *used* copy for $63. After

returning the book I found a 5th edition on , a good used book for $5. I remembered what the

professor said and decided to see for myself. Clicked, added to cart, and removing from mailbox a

few days later I was amazed. The exact same information was there, with a few minor differences.

Some of the differences included events. Example the fifth edition (2003) had a photo from Taiwan's



1993 earth quake while the recent edition published in 2009 showed a photo of the Tsunami in

2006. Another difference was the art work, just like Professor stated. Example, the introductory

chapter page for each chapter, had river rocks bordering it while the newer edition had like a

mountain scene. You might find a few different diagrams between both, but depicting the same

theory. In fifth edition I found paragraph titles colored, 'convergent plate boundaries' was bold and

purple while it was bold and black in newer edition. In all honesty, I find the fifth edition more easy to

digest and more aesthetically pleasing.
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